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Abstract

Dalk is one of the oldest forms of therapies in use since ancient times. It involves the 
manipulation of body tissues with hands, cloth or any suitable object. In Unani medicine, dalk is 
based on the principle of tanqiyah (expulsion) and imala (diversion). In addition to the 
comforting feeling provided by human touch, massage has been demonstrated to have clinically 
significant physiological effects on the body. It increases blood flow, reduces stress and also has 
immediate sedative effects. Depending on the individual patient, different types of dalk are 
described which are used in combination with certain medicines or oils, or with bare hands for 
different disorders. Although largely a safe therapy, a few contraindications do exist, which are 
mainly advised for prevention of any adverse events. Unani physicians made significant 
advances into dalk and devised specific prescriptions for a large number of ailments. The 
prescribed formulations for dalk are mostly oils, but in certain conditions the decoction, paste, 
powder or extract of drugs is also prescribed, the basis of which is the individual mizaj 
(temperament) and also the disease.
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to be skilled in numerous things, most 
particularly in rubbing" [1]. Massage is defined 
as the systematic manipulation of the soft tissues 
for therapeutic or palliative purposes [2]. In 
Unani medicine, dalk is prescribed to normalize 
the tonicity of tissues, to improve circulation, to 
relieve flatulence, to increase metabolism, as an 
analgesic measure, for diversion of morbid 
matter etc. In effect, dalk has been considered as 

Introduction
Dalk (massage therapy) is perhaps the oldest 
forms of treatment which possibly originated as a 
measure to provide a human touch, to 
demonstrate compassion and to alleviate certain 
sufferings. "Laying on of hands" was the 
principal therapeutic measure during history in 
ancient Greece, where the Father of Medicine, 
Hippocrates mentioned that the "physician ought 
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"hazm-e-akhar", i.e. the last phase of digestion; 
since dalk aids in the removal of morbid matters 
through the skin, which may not be sometimes 
expelled through other routes [3]. When done in 
a specific manner, dalk has mohallil (resolving) 
effects and increases the dispersal of wastes from 
an organ, while the use of oil during a specified 
dalk has a preservative action on the tissue fluids 
of the massaged organ; the underlying difference 
being of the type of strokes employed [4].

Methods
This review was primarily aimed at exploring the 
rich heritage of Unani classical medicine as well 
as to ascertain the scientific validation of the 
therapy. Therefore, Unani classical books were 
mainly consulted for gathering the information 
related to the kind of oils and medications use. 
Only classical authentic Unani textbooks were 
consulted to gain access to the information 
related to use of dalk in all kinds of diseases. The 
literature review was completed by the authors 
themselves in the library of Faculty of Medicine 
(U), Jamia Hamdard and Hakim Mohd. Said 
Central Library, Jamia Hamdard.

All major databases (Google Scholar, Science 
Direct, Pubmed) were searched extensively in all 
time periods to search for information related to 
mechanism of action of dalk. We selected only 
those references which focused on explaining 
the physiological changes associated with dalk, 
and excluded those which provided only 
epidemiological data. Also, a database search 
was made to look out for any possible side-
effects which may have arisen as a consequence 
of dalk. We included all possible adverse events 
reported in studies.
Inclusion criteria for selection of Unani classical 
books and literature:
1. Original Unani classical textbook which is 
accepted as an authentic reference. This was 
done to collect the most authentic information by 
the authors themselves, rather than relying on 
published documents.
2. Contained some information related to dalk.

Exclusion criteria for books and literature:
1. Unani books other than classical texts.
2. Drugs which are no longer available, or whose 
identity could not be established were not 
included in the review. If any formulation 
contained such a drug, it was also not included.

Mechanism of action
In Unani medicine, dalk is based on the principle 
of tanqiyah (expulsion) and imala (diversion). 
Various combinations of the four basic dalk 
strokes can be made to achieve a result which 
may involve expelling wastes or merely 
diverting them from the diseased area. In 
addition, it is also described to have immediate 
sedative effect [5]. With the advancement in 
medical science, there has been deeper 
understanding of its mechanism of action.  In 
addition to the apparent relaxing feeling, 
massage has also been proven to improve 
immunological markers and decrease cytokine 
production in a sustained manner in healthy 
individuals. There is also an increased 
production of certain pro-inflammatory 
cytokines with a more frequent regime [6]. 
Functional MRI has revealed that massage of 
moderate intensity has effects on amygdala, 
hypothalamus and anterior cingulated cortex, all 
of which are involved with stress regulation [7]. 
There is an increased arterial flow due to 
dilatation of peripheral vessels, while deep 
massage promotes venous return and promotes 
stroke volume [8]. In addition, there is evidence 
that the active constituents of the drugs / oils are 
absorbed into the percutaneously with massage 
and reach significant blood levels in a defined 
duration [9]. This may help explain the lasting 
effects of massage therapy.

Types of dalk 
Depending on the pressure applied and the nature 
of strokes, four basic strokes of dalk are 
described in Unani medicine, viz.-dalk-e-sulb 
(hard pressure massage, in which the tissues are 
pressed and force is applied. This helps in 
strengthening of tissues and tightens skin pores), 
dalk-e-layyin (massage done with soft strokes, it 
helps in relaxing the tissues and opens the pores), 
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preservation, promotion and restoration in all 
ages. With the recent surge in lifestyle disorders, 
a significant proportion of which are related to 
mental stress, dalk has the potential to play a 
pivotal role in restoring mental health. Although 
largely free of adverse effects, yet simple 
precautions are advised. Dalk should always be 
performed at a comfortably warm place. In 
young healthy persons, it should be performed 
after the process of digestion is ended. For people 
suffering from sue-mizāj hār (abnormal hot 
temperament), the massage should always be 
layyin mo’tadil (soft, moderate duration). While 
for patients suffering from sue-mizāj hār ratab 
(abnormal hot and most temperament), the 
opposite of this is advisable. In old age, dalk 
should always be moderate in terms of strength 
and duration; however, it may be done after each 
meal to help them relax [3]. Certain adverse 
events have been attributed to dalk, chiefly 
displacement of urethral stents, nerve damage, 
pain syndromes, pseudo-aneurysm, pulmonary 
embolism etc. are some of the side effects 
attributed to wrong techniques applied or 
massage done by lay persons [2]. However, the 
incidence of such cases is about 10% with 
professionals [11]. For non-professional 
massage therapies, the incidence may be much 
more but is  largely unreported [2].  
Contraindications to massage are few and 
chiefly based on the practitioner's judgment. 
Burns, skin infections, tender areas, acute 
injuries, fractured joints and acute febrile 
i l lnesses  a re  some of  the  common 
contraindications. Massage should also be 
avoided over malignant tumors [12].
The following table includes some of the oils/ 
medications and recommendations prescribed 
for dalk in traditional Unani textbooks:

[3,4], dalk-e-kathir (massage done for a 
prolonged duration, this increases catabolism 
and aids in reduction of body fat) and dalk-e-
motadil (massage done for a moderate period of 
time, this helps in increasing muscle mass). 
Different permutations and combinations of 
these strokes give rise to 9 basic types of dalk 
namely, dalk Sulb kathĪr (hard massage for long 
period of time), dalk Sulb qalĪl (hard massage for 
short period of time), dalk Sulb mo’tadil (hard 
massage for moderate duration), dalk layyin 
kathĪr (soft massage for long duration), dalk 
layyin qalĪl (soft massage for short period), dalk 
layyin mo’tadil (soft massage for moderate 
duration), dalk mo,tadil kathĪr (moderate 
pressure massage for long duration), dalk 
mo,tadil qalĪl (moderate pressure massage for 
short duration), dalk mo’tadil (moderate pressure 
massage for a modest duration)[5]. In addition, 
certain specialized types of dalk are also 
described, i.e., dalk-e-khashin (friction massage, 
massage done with a rough cloth in order to 
increase the cutaneous circulation), dalk-e-
amlas (massage done with a soft cloth or soft 
hands, this helps in increasing blood flow to the 
massaged area without causing friction on the 
skin). Dalk-e-Ista’dād (pre-exercise massage) is 
a specialized form of massage which was 
employed by Unani physicians to help prepare 
for  v igorous  physica l  ac t iv i ty.  The 
recommendation is to initiate with soft strokes 
and progress to harder strokes; oils were also 
sometimes used for this purpose. Such massage 
increases local blood circulation and improves 
muscle flexibility. After the required physical 
activity/sport, dalk-e-istardād or dalk-e-
musakkin (post-exercise/relaxing massage) was 
performed. Dalk-e-istardād should be done with 
soft strokes and for a moderate duration, and the 
use of oils is recommended for such massage 
[4,10]. This dalk is basically has an essential role 
at the end of activity, for it promotes the removal 
of pent-up wastes, and also tones up muscles. It is 
therefore considered as an obligatory component 
of physical activity [3].

Precautions and recommendations
Dalk is a popular and effective method of health 
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carry adverse effects. Dalk is in essence a safe 
therapy requiring minimal use of technology, 
and also allows considerable flexibility for 
adjusting to individual needs [8].
This review is done with a view to explore and 
preserve the traditional Unani medicine, to pave 
the way for future clinical research. It was 
observed that the method of dalk with respect to 
the duration, strength and frequency has not been 
explained in depth in most diseases in classical 
textbooks. However, the general guidelines for 
dalk have been explained adequately, and the 
same may be followed for the purpose. 
Nevertheless, there is a need to further explore 
the field and develop standard treatment 
guidelines, especially keeping in mind the miz?j 
(temperament) theory, and base our prescriptions 
on the same.

Conclusion
Dalk is an age-old therapy which has been 
popular in Unani medicine since its very 
inception. In the recent years, it is gaining 
immense popularity due to the simplicity and 
ease of application, comforting feeling and 
holistic nature. Dalk may hold the promised cure 
for many diseases associated with, or aggravated 
by stress and improper lifestyle. The medicines 
prescribed for dalk in the ancient Unani texts are 
numerous, and derived after years of experience, 
many of which are being used by Unani 
practitioners. A number of clinical trials have 
proved the efficacy of the therapy on modern 
parameters. In that aspect, dalk has the potential 
of becoming an independent science for 
management of a number of disorders, where 
conventional methods have proved futile, or 
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